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Only santy information are available on Nova Puppis 2004 (�=07h41m53:s76,Æ=�27Æ06036:009 [2000℄; l=243Æ, b=�2Æ). It was disovered in outburst by A. Tago andY. Sakurai on Nov. 20.8 (2004 f IAUC 8443), and spetrosopially on�rmed as a novaby Ayani (2004), who reported for Nov 21.75 (4.3 days before maximum) Balmer andFeII lines in emission, P-Cyg pro�les for hydrogen lines, � 650 km/s as the FWHM ofH� emission omponent (unorreted for instrumental PSF) and the P-Cyg absorptionomponent blue-shifted by 860 km/s with respet to the emission peak. A near-IR spe-trum by Ashok and Banerjee (2004) seured �ve days later on Nov. 26.9, showed stronghydrogen emission lines of Pashen � and , Brakett  and Brakett 11 to 17, and inaddition emission lines of OI, NI and CI.Soon after the announement of the disovery we began obtaining visual estimates ofNova Puppis 2004 from Nelson (NZ) with a 0.32m reetor and the omparison sequeneprepared for RASNZ-VSS by M. Morel (eletonially available as 5638-f3). The estimatesare olleted in Table 1 and the resulting light urve is plotted in Figure 1. Aordingto data from AAVSO website (http://www.aavso.org), the maximum optial brightnesswas reahed by the nova on t0 �2453335.6 at V�8.0 (represented by the open irle inFigure 1). Our �rst estimate was olleted before the optial maximum, all others wereuniformly distributed along the deline phase until seasonal onjuntion with the Sunprevented further observations. From the light urve in Figure 1 it results that a delineof 2 mag required t2=13 days, whih quali�es Nova Puppis 2004 as a quite fast nova (fWarner 1995), of absolute magnitude MV=�8.5 following t2-MV relation by Della Valle(2002) or MV=�8.0 aording to Cohen (1988) alibration. The following deline wasslowed down by a plateau phase that lasted �20 days in late Deember/early January, sothat the deline by 3 mag from maximum took t3=58 days. The light urve in Figure 1shows that Nova Pup 2004 did not go through a dust ondensation phase, ontrary toseveral fast novae that displayed suh a phase whih generally starts when the nova hasdelined by 3.5 mag from maximum.We obtained absolute uxed spetra of Nova Pup 2004 on Nov 26.17 UT (within afew hours of maximum optial brightness of the outburst) and on De 12.15, 2004 UT(when the nova had delined by �V�2.1 mag) with the B&C spetrograph attahed tothe 1.22m telesope of the Asiago Astrophysial Observatory of the University of Padova.The detetor was a 4-stage Peltier ooled Wright Instruments amera with a TK512CB1-1CCD, 512�512 pixels of 27 �m size. The adopted 300 ln/mm grating blazed at 5000 �A,
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provided a sale of 4.5 �A/pix. To over the 3500-7000 �A wavelength range, two expo-sures with di�erent instrument set-ups where neessary. Flux standards loated on thesky lose to Nova Pup 2004 were seleted from the Asiago Database of SpetrosopiDatabases (ADSD, Sordo and Munari 2003). Given the latitude of the Asiago Observa-tory (+45Æ520), Nova Pup 2004 reahed at ulmination an elevation over the geometrialhorizon not exeeding 17Æ. To alibrate the spetra into good absolute uxes, suh low anelevation required exellent sky photometri onditions, orientation of the slit along theinstantaneous parallati angle and observation of spetrophotometri standards lose onthe sky to Nova Pup 2004 and well distributed in elevation in the range 15Æto 25Æso asto derive aurate loal extintion oeÆients. The data redution was arried out withIRAF software and involved standard orretions for bias, at and dark frames obtainedeah night and separately for both the blue and red wavelength set-ups required to overthe whole 3500-7000 �A wavelength range.

Figure 1. Light urve of Nova Pup 2004 (= V574 Pup) from the visual estimates reported in Table 1.The open irle represents the light urve maximum aording to AAVSO database. The arrows pointsto the dates of the spetra presented in Figure 2.The spetra are haraterized by a high S/N for ��4200 �A and are presented in Fig-ure 2, with logarithmi ordinates to emphasize visibility of weaker features. The spetraare available in eletroni form from the IBVS web site as 5638-t4.txt and 5638-t5.txt.Integrating the B and V magnitudes over the uxed spetra { adopting the Buser (1978)band transmission pro�les { results in B=8.30, V=8.03 for the Nov 26 spetrum, andB=9.84 and V=9.83 for the De 12 spetrum. The expeted auray of the broad-bandmagnitudes derived from the spetra is �0.03 mag. The spetral resolution an be as-sessed diretly on the spetra from the width of the telluri O2 absorption B band at
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6875 �A, whih is 7.29 �A (1.6 pixels) in both spetra.

JD V JD V JD V JD V JD V334.117 9.2 382.922 10.7 407.909 11.3 440.937 12.0 489.872 12.0341.139 8.9 384.907 10.8 409.889 11.5 444.919 11.9 495.805 12.0345.941 9.8 385.926 10.6 413.122 11.6 460.863 11.8 498.903 12.5349.931 10.1 386.904 10.6 416.152 11.9 465.970 11.8 518.791 12.5352.058 10.1 387.914 10.8 419.137 11.8 467.971 12.0 527.813 12.5353.958 10.4 396.935 11.1 422.165 11.8 469.942 11.8356.943 10.4 397.924 11.3 431.938 11.8 471.903 12.0373.117 10.7 402.910 11.3 434.923 11.9 472.939 12.3378.908 10.6 404.950 11.5 436.954 12.1 487.818 11.8Table 1: Visual estimates of Nova Pup 2004 obtained by A.F.J. with a 0.32m reetor from Nelson (NZ).
JD Date H� H�2004 Flux Em P-Cyg Abs Flux Em P-Cyg Abs(km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s)2453335.664 Nov 26.17 5.0(�10) 2830 �1910 840 2.0(�10) 2180 �1650 7102453351.648 De 12.15 7.5(�10) 2810 �1930 830 2.0(�10) 2170 �1650 720Table 2: H� and H� on the spetra of Figure 2. ux is the ux in erg m�1 s�1 integrated on the wholepro�le of the emission omponent. em is the FWHM of the emission omponent. P-Cyg is the blue-shiftof the enter of the P-Cyg absorption omponent with respet to the ux baryenter of the emissionomponent. abs is the FWHM of the absorption omponent.The ontinuum slope on the spetra indiate a marked bluing of the nova, with alarge inrease in the emission line ontrast on the bakground ontinuum, while theirintegrated ux remained essentially onstant (f. Table 2). The spetra at both epohs aredominated by Balmer hydrogen and FeII emission lines. The basi H� and H� parametersare summarized in Table 2. At the time of De 12 spetrum, no nebular lines had yetappeared.At time t2 the mean intrinsi olor of novae is (B � V )0=�0.02�0.04 with a disper-sion on �=0.12 mag (Warner 1995). When the De 12 spetrum was seured, the novahad delined by �2.1 mag, and the olor integrated over the spetrum is B � V=+0.01,whih argue in favor of a negligible reddening a�eting the nova, of the order of a mereEB�V�0.03. Typial olor of novae at maximum is (B � V )0=+0.23�0.06 with a dis-persion on �=0.16 mag (Warner 1995). The olor of the nova on the Nov 26 spetrum{ seured right at maximum brightness { is B � V=+0.27, again supporting a negligi-ble reddening of the order of a mere EB�V�0.04. There is a high onvergene of bothmethods to indiate that the nova is essentially un-reddened (EB�V�0.05 mag). This ishowever in sharp ontrast with the high reddening expeted from the large distane tothe nova and its low galati latitude (b=2Æ). With V=8.0 at maximum and MV=�8.6estimated above from t2, the distane to the nova is d=20 kp with a height above thegalati plane of z=0.7 kp, reduing to d=15 kp and z=0.5 kp for MV=�8.0. In bothases, the reddening maps of Nekel and Klare (1980) would support a EB�V�1.0 fordistanes �3 kp. A high resolution spetrum in the NaI and KI resonane line wave-length regions would have greatly helped in measuring the extintion objetively and freeof assumptions using the Munari and Zwitter (1997) alibration into reddening of theequivalent widths of these strong interstellar lines. A EB�V=0.5 reddening would have
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produed an equivalent width for an unblended interstellar NaI doublet of 1.2 �A. On bothour low resolution spetra the equivalent width of the absorption feature loated at theexpeted NaI D spetra is far lower (�0.5 �A), to whih ould furthermore ontribute theabsorption omponent of the P-Cyg pro�le of the NaI from the nova expanding ejeta.There is no obvious pre-outburst ounterpart to the nova, even if reported astrometryin IAUC 8443 ould be strethed to agree with position of a 18 mag nearby �eld starvisible on Palomar II plates. This sets the outburst amplitude to at least �V�10 mag,whih is in agreement with a typial outburst amplitude of 11 to 14 mag { depending onthe system orbital inlination { for novae haraterized by t2=13 days (Warner 1995).

Figure 2. Absolute uxed spetra of Nova Pup 2004 (= V574 Pup) for the two dates marked byarrows in Figure 1.Referenes:Ashok N.M., Banerjee P.K. 2004, IAUC, 8447Ayani K. 2004, IAUC, 8443Cohen J.G. 1988, ASP Conf. Ser., 4, 114, in The Extragalati Distane Sale, S. vanden Bergh and C.J. Prithet eds.Della Valle M. 2002, AIP Conf. Ser., 637, 443, in Classial Nova Explosions, M. Hernanzand J. Jose eds.Munari U, Zwitter T. 1997, A&A, 318, 269Nekel Th., Klare G. 1980, A&AS, 42, 251Sordo R., Munari U., 2003, ASP Conf. Ser., 298, 221, in Gaia Spetrosopy, Siene andTehnology, U. Munari ed.Warner B. 1995, Catalysmi Variable Stars, Cambridge Univ. Press


